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Analysis of experimental data for ion-impact single ionization of helium with Monte Carlo event
generators based on quantum theory
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Recent multiply differential experimental data taken with reaction microscopes severely challenge predic-
tions of quantum mechanical few-body models. Here, we report on a thorough analysis of all known possible
experimental resolution effects and their influence on the extracted cross sections. Using a Monte Carlo event
generator to simulate true events on the basis of quantum calculations allows us to consistently incorporate all
aspects of the experimental resolution of the reaction microscope. We study the effect of the instrumental
function in single ionization of helium by 3.6 MeV/u Au53+ and 100 MeV/u C6+ ions and find it to signifi-
cantly modify the simulated theoretical predictions. Nevertheless strong discrepancies between simulated and
experimental data persist. Structures in the measured cross sections reported earlier, which could not be
reproduced by theory, are thus not solely due to the experimental resolution. Our study suggests that the
method using event generators, as routinely done in high-energy physics, provides the ultimate pathway of
benchmarking calculations against experimental data on few-particle reactions studied with modern imaging
techniques.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.75.062708 PACS numbers: 34.50.Fa, 07.05.Tp, 52.20.Hv
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of strongly correlated few-body systems
remains one of the unsolved and challenging problems in
atomic physics. Single ionization of an atom by charged par-
ticle impact occurring in atomic collisions is a preferred sub-
ject of studies as it is the kinematically most complex among
the one-electron processes. Ultimate insight into the collision
dynamics is obtained by specifying the complete kinematical
information of the final three-body continuum state, i.e., by
recording so-called fully differential cross sections FDCS.
Such e ,2e data have been routinely measured for electron
impact on atoms since the pioneering work of Ehrhardt et al.
1, and a rich body of FDCS has been generated in the
literature. However, until recently the vast majority of the
data was only available for severely restricted detection ge-
ometries, namely, essentially only for the electrons ejected
into the scattering plane defined by the initial projectile mo-
mentum and the momentum transfer q, i.e., the difference
between the initial and final projectile momentum. For rela-
tively slow electron impact FDCS were also reported for
electrons ejected outside the scattering plane 2–4, however,
for fast electron impact such out-of-plane data became only
available in 2006 5.
Experiments studying electron impact single ionization
using conventional techniques determine the collision kine-
matics from the momenta of the scattered projectile and the
ejected electron. The recoil-ion momentum is then deter-
mined by momentum conservation. Considering single ion-
ization by ion impact, the large projectile mass typically
leads to a tiny deflection angle of the scattered projectile
which ranges depending on projectile mass and speed from
about 10−3 to 10−9 rad, which, at the low end, is far beyond
the reach of any experimentally achievable resolution. Only
for proton impact have FDCS been obtained by measuring
the projectile momentum directly 6. It was not until 1996,
when the application of modern charged particle projection
techniques in combination with a cold atomic target, so-
called reaction microscopes, that ion-impact fragmentation
experiments with full kinematical information of the colli-
sion became possible 7. This was achieved by detecting the
target fragments—the recoiling ion and one or more ejected
electrons—in coincidence and thus determining the momen-
tum of the undetected scattered projectile from momentum
conservation. The first FDCS for ion-impact single ionization
of helium were reported in 2001 8. In addition to being an
experimental device capable of recording such data, a further
outstanding feature of this imaging technique is the solid
angle acceptance of essentially 4 for the final state frag-
ments which allows covering a large fraction of the final-
state momentum-phase space of the fragmentation channel
under examination. Therefore electron emission after single
ionization into all three spatial dimensions could be recorded
yielding a complete three-dimensional 3D image of the
FDCS 9.
Then, surprisingly, not only quantitative but significant
qualitative discrepancies between measured and calculated
FDCS for 100 MeV/u C6++He singly ionizing collisions
were reported out of plane 9. For this kind of collision
system corresponding to small perturbation parameters 
=ZP /vP i.e., the projectile charge to velocity ratio in atomic
units with e==me=1 the Born approximation FBA was
thought to provide an adequate description of the ionization
process. The features in the FDCS as a function of the elec-
tron ejection angle predicted by the FBA, in turn, are rela-
tively simple: the scattering plane is characterized by the
well known binary-recoil double lobe structure and in the
plane perpendicular to q the angular dependence is isotropic.
Furthermore, the FDCS follow a simple 2 scaling so that for
equal  the angular dependencies of the cross sections for
electron and ion impact are identical. As for electron impact,
the data for 100 MeV/u C6++He =0.1 a.u. in the scatter-
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ing plane were in good agreement with the FBA except for
very large q 10, but outside the scattering plane even more
sophisticated calculations e.g., using distorted waves were
not able to reproduce the measured FDCS 9,11. These re-
sults sparked significant research activity to understand these
discrepancies, both experimental 5,6,12–16 and theoretical
10,17–21 and, similar features for out-of-plane electron
ejection were recently reported for electron impact ionization
of He 5,12 and of Mg 13 as well. In all cases the experi-
mental results were interpreted in terms of a higher-order
ionization process involving additional elastic scattering of
the projectile by the residual target core. For the Mg data the
origin of the out-of-plane features was confirmed by various
theoretical models 13,18, and arguments were provided
why theory is incapable of reproducing the same features for
the case of ion impact 18.
Another collision system attracting considerable attention
is single ionization of helium by medium velocity vP
=12 a.u. Au53+ ions. Because of the unusually large pertur-
bation of =4.4 a.u. this collision system represents an ex-
treme manifestation of the difficulties associated with the
three-body Coulomb problem. Theoretically, sophisticated
models have been developed over the past decades using
continuum distorted waves CDW or the symmetric Eikonal
approximation SEA which even at highest perturbations
correctly predict total ionization cross sections and multiply
differential cross sections as a function of ejected electron
parameters. However, whenever cross sections differential in
the projectile-momentum transfer to the target were ana-
lyzed, uncovering unprecedented details of the collision dy-
namics, all state-of-the-art quantum models failed. The inter-
action between the projectile and the target nucleus was
proven to be of vital importance to understand the collision
process, as was demonstrated for doubly differential cross
sections presented as a function of momentum transfer 14.
For fully differential cross sections at these large perturba-
tions, the electron emission pattern exhibits a strong peak in
the direction of the outgoing projectile and actually becomes
the dominant feature 16. In the last five years various the-
oretical models were developed to explain the peak struc-
tures, especially for ion impact e.g., Refs. 22–25. How-
ever, none of these models up to the present day could
reproduce the experimental structures even qualitatively.
Recently, it was claimed in a series of publications that
the observed discrepancies are merely a result of the experi-
mental resolution, which was assumed to be dominated by
the finite temperature of the atomic target beam 19–21. For
single ionization of helium by 3.6 MeV/u Au53+ ions these
authors showed that a target temperature of 16 K, about one
order of magnitude larger than the reported experimental
value, was required for the convoluted theory to at least par-
tially reproduce the data 19. For 100 MeV/u C6+ colli-
sions, a convoluted continuum distorted wave CDW calcu-
lation assuming a temperature of 1 K was presented, where
the authors claim that the observed out-of-plane structures
are entirely due to the experimental resolution 21.
That there are effects, and that these effects can indeed be
significant, has been well-known since early papers of Ull-
rich et al. 26 and Dörner et al. 27, where the results from
classical trajectory Monte Carlo calculations by Olson had to
be convoluted with the temperature in order to reproduce the
then emerging results for recoil-ion momentum spectra.
Therefore in all papers the target temperature was stated such
that theory in principle should be able to include the experi-
mental resolution. In practice this was often not possible
since elaborate theoretical calculations lasted days or even
months to generate one particular FDCS under a given ge-
ometry. In some cases at least a few calculations where per-
formed within the experimental acceptance in order to esti-
mate effects of the resolution.
Here, we present a systematic and thorough analysis of
the effects of the experimental resolution on the measured
differential cross sections. We report on the first
complete—to the best of our knowledge—simulation of the
image function on multiply differential data for single ion-
ization of helium by 3.6 MeV/u Au53+, 100 MeV/u C6+ ion
impact. This was achieved by developing a quantum-theory-
based Monte Carlo event generator. In contrast to the work
of Olson and collaborators, who only accounted for the reso-
lution due to the target temperature 19–21, we include all
known contributions to the overall resolution as, e.g., the
finite size of the interaction volume, finite time, and position
resolutions of the detectors for ions and electrons, etc. More-
over, for the case of 1 keV electron impact we report two
different measurements with different resolutions in order to
experimentally evaluate its effect independently of theoreti-
cal modeling.
We confirm that the experimental resolution has an effect
on the shape and absolute magnitude of the cross sections as
expected and in principle known previously. We also unam-
biguously prove that the resolutions and temperatures stated
in all our previous papers are correct within a factor of at
most 2 and are in strong disagreement with the assumptions
of Olson et al. 19. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the
momentum profile of our target beam is predominantly ther-
mal and does not have any non-Gaussian large-momentum
wings on a level of 10−2 relative intensity, in contrast to what
was implied by Olson et al. 19. Most importantly, indisput-
able and strong discrepancies between theory and experiment
persist for the large perturbation, even when the calculations
are convoluted with a resolution which is unrealistically low.
For the perturbative situation, i.e., for 100 MeV/u carbon
impact, the situation is more delicate and for small q the
event-generator simulated data come closer to the experi-
mental out-of-plane values. However, even in this case dis-
crepancies remain and cannot be consistently traced back to
result exclusively from the experimental image function.
Furthermore, while in the calculation for large q the convo-
lution with the resolution has essentially no effect at all
qualitative discrepancies to the experimental data persist. Fi-
nally, comparison at this small  to our electron impact data
reveals further conflicts with the convoluted calculations.
More importantly, at large q the convoluted theory does not
even reproduce the data qualitatively. The qualitative fea-
tures in the experimental FDCS are thus not solely due to an
artifact of the experimental resolution. Our present results
clearly demonstrate that reaction microscopes are generally
well suited for FDCS measurements and that valuable infor-
mation can be extracted if, as is the case for any experimen-
tal data, the resolution is thoroughly accounted for in the
comparison with theory.
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II. THE REACTION MICROSCOPE
In the following section we present a thorough analysis of
the experimental resolution of the reaction microscope. We
first provide a brief description of the experimental setup
followed by a discussion of the momentum resolution
achieved for the recoil-ion and electron momentum vectors.
A model of the instrumental function is implemented in a
Monte Carlo–type of simulation using single ionization
events generated according to predictions of quantum me-
chanical theoretical models. More technical details on reac-
tion microscopes can be found in several review articles
7,28,29 or in Ref. 30.
A. Operation principle of reaction microscopes
The operation principle of the reaction microscope and
specific geometrical settings used for kinematically complete
experiments in charged particle collisions is illustrated in
Fig. 1 and are briefly outlined here: A beam of fast ions
crosses a cold beam of target atoms emerging from a super-
sonic gas jet. The target fragments produced by ionization in
the interaction volume, i.e., the recoiling ion and one or
more ejected electrons are extracted by a weak uniform
electric field E in opposite directions. The electric field is
directed parallel to the incoming beam direction along the z
axis and is generated over a distance of a=11 cm with an
acceleration voltage U. After acceleration, both the electron
and the recoil ion traverse a field free drift region of d
=22 cm. After passing through the drift region the charged
particles are detected by two time and position sensitive
large-area detectors 40 and 80 mm in diameter. Since fairly
small extraction fields have to be applied a few V/cm to
achieve high momentum resolution, a uniform magnetic field
aligned along the extraction field is required in order to en-
hance the detection efficiency for electrons emitted trans-
verse to the extraction field. Because of the ions larger mass
the magnetic field only has a minor effect on their trajecto-
ries. The motion of the electrons, in contrast, is strongly
affected with the magnetic field forcing them onto several
cyclotron turns before reaching the detector.
From the arrival times and positions, the momenta of the
target fragments are reconstructed in the offline analysis by
tracing back their trajectories to the intersection point. We
use the following Cartesian coordinate system: The projectile
beam-propagation, which is aligned along the electric extrac-
tion field, defines the z axis, the y direction is oriented along
the target beam, and the x axis is transverse to both of them
Fig. 1. Regarding the collision dynamics, however, there is
a cylindrical symmetry with respect to the projectile axis
such that at times it is more convenient to express the mo-
menta in cylindrical coordinates. Here we chose the conven-
tion of expressing the coordinates by p= pz longitudinal di-
rection, p=px2+ py2 transverse direction, and the
azimuthal angle =arctanpy / px. The two component trans-
verse vector is given by p= px , py= p ,.
In our detection geometry the time-of-flight TOF yields
information on the longitudinal and the position on the de-
tector on the transverse momentum component p and p.
The time-of-flight t0 for a charged particle created at the
interaction volume at rest to reach the detector can be easily
calculated solving the Newtonian equations of motion and
yields t0= 2a+dM / 2qU M: mass, q: charge state. For
typical extraction fields 1–5 V/cm t0 for an ion is in the
range of a few microseconds, whereas the lighter electrons
only need a few hundred nanoseconds to reach the detector.
For a fragment generated with nonzero momentum the TOF
is altered with respect to t0 typically by up to a few tens of
nanoseconds, which allows us to reconstruct the longitudi-
nal momentum component pz. Since the drift path of the
charged particles is twice as long as their acceleration path a
Wiley-McLaren type of time focusing 31 is realized. There-
fore, the time-of-flight of the charged particles becomes to
first order independent of the initial starting position along
the z direction, and is only determined by the initial momen-
tum along that direction, thereby eliminating the effect of the
finite size of the interaction volume. When the kinetic energy
of the charged particle is much less than qU, which is the
case for the recoil ions, a simple linear relation between its
longitudinal momentum and the TOF is given by p
=qU /at0− t 29. If during the collision the recoil ion ex-
periences a kick in the transverse direction, such that it ob-
tains the momentum p, the resulting velocity will lead to a
displacement r=ption /M with respect to ions with zero
transverse momentum on the position sensitive detector. This
relation is used to determine the transverse momentum com-
ponents of the recoil ion from its position on the detector,
where in good approximation tion can be set equal to t0. At
larger time-of-flight the displacement r grows such that ef-
fects from the position resolution on the transverse momen-
tum component of the ions depends on the TOF and thus on
the applied extraction voltage.
For electrons, the extraction of the momentum compo-
nents is somewhat more complicated because the energy of
the ejected electron is much larger than that of the recoil ion
approximately by the mass ratio Mion /me. As a result the
TOF no longer depends linearly on the longitudinal momen-
tum of the ejected electron. Nonetheless, the longitudinal
momentum is still recovered from the TOF by means of an
approximate, but very accurate, analytical function or by nu-
FIG. 1. Color online Schematic view of the reaction
microscope.
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merical methods. While the electrons are accelerated and
drift towards the electron detector, the magnetic field leads to
a cyclotron motion in the xy plane, where the time of a full
revolution is given by Tcyclotron=2me / eB. Note, that this
time is equal for all electrons, regardless of their momenta. If
the time-of-flight is an integer multiple of Tcyclotron, all emit-
ted electrons are focused to their initial starting point in the
xy plane on the detector, which lies on the spectrometer axis.
Under these particular conditions the focusing gives rise to
nodal points in the electrons detector position and the trans-
verse momentum acceptance becomes infinite if there were
no geometrical boundaries.
The momentum transferred from the projectile to the tar-
get, defined by q=p0−p1 p0, p1: incoming and scattered
projectile momentum, respectively, is deduced from the tar-
get fragment momenta by q=k+prec exploiting momentum
conservation, where k denotes the electron momentum and
prec the recoil-ion momentum.
B. Recoil-ion and electron momentum resolution
A main prerequisite for kinematically complete investiga-
tions using reaction microscopes involving recoil-ion detec-
tion is that the momentum resulting from the thermal motion
in the target is small compared to the change in momentum a
target atom experiences during the collision. Therefore a cold
target needs to be prepared where in most spectrometers a
beam of atoms cooled in an adiabatic supersonic expansion
is used, which then allows for the determination of the col-
lision kinematics with sufficient resolution without detection
of the scattered projectile. For helium temperatures below
10 K are required in order to reduce the width of the mo-
mentum distribution from the thermal motion to less than 1
atomic unit. Thus, the initial momentum distribution of the
target atoms characterized by the target temperature is one of
the dominant factors for the experimentally achievable reso-
lution of the ion-momentum in a reaction microscope experi-
ment before the reaction microscope was invented the ion
spectroscopy alone was called the cold target recoil ion mo-
mentum spectroscopy COLTRIMS.
The details of the atomic beam source providing an inter-
nally cold target can be found in Refs. 7,29. In the beam
direction cooling is accomplished through adiabatic expan-
sion of the target from high pressure several atmospheres to
high vacuum 10−3 T. In the plane perpendicular to the ex-
pansion direction the beam is further cooled by collimation
via a set of skimmers. The width of the thermal momentum
distribution in the direction of the gas flow y direction is
linked to the internal beam temperature by py
jet
2.35MkbT full width at half maximum FWHM 32.
For the specific design and pressure of our target jet the
theoretical temperature for helium is less than 1 K corre-
sponding to py
jet0.35 a.u. FWHM. The theoretical width
in the plane perpendicular to the expansion of about 0.12 a.u.
FWHM due to skimming is considerably smaller.
Apart from the thermal motion of the target atoms, other
contributions to the experimental resolution are present, for
example the limited position and time resolution of the de-
tection system. For the longitudinal direction the resolution
of the ion TOF less than 1 ns can be safely neglected, as it
contributes to the overall resolution only on a subpercent
level. Due to the Wiley-McLaren time focusing the contribu-
tion of the finite reaction length along the z axis is negligible
as well. As a result the inelasticity of the reaction can be
extracted due to a superior resolution in the longitudinal di-
rection. In the transverse direction, however, the position
resolution may be significant. It contains two contributions,
both affecting the transverse momentum components. First,
the intrinsic detector resolution of the ion and electron detec-
tors and second the finite size of the overlap between the
projectile and target beams have to be taken into account.
For the present setup the geometrical extension of the inter-
action volume is given by the size and shape of the projectile
beam assuming that the projectile beam spot is smaller than
the diameter of the atomic target beam.
For ions the spot size is directly mapped onto the position
sensitive detector, which leads to a corresponding uncer-
tainty in the determination of the recoil-ion transverse mo-
mentum. If for example the ionization event is displaced by
x from the ideal interaction point in the x direction, this
leads to a mismatch px=xM / tion with respect to the true px
for singly charged helium ions. A voltage of U=50 V and a
displacement of x=1.0 mm leads to an error of px
=0.35 a.u. The recoil ion detector employs a wedge and strip
position encoding, where position resolutions of approxi-
mately 0.1 mm are achieved routinely. Therefore, in most
cases the position resolution of the ions predominantly suf-
fers from the finite size of the interaction volume. The effect
can be reduced, at the expense of sacrificing transverse mo-
mentum acceptance, by extracting ions at lower voltages,
which allows ions to spread over a larger transverse distance,
and by a tight collimation of the projectile beam values as
small as 100 m can be reached.
For electrons the relation between the inaccuracy in de-
termining the position and the resulting uncertainty in mo-
mentum is not as straightforward, because of the complex
electron motion. Furthermore, the timing resolution may play
a role for the transverse components, since the number of
traversed cyclotron turns needs to be known for reconstruc-
tion of the momenta. For an estimate we consider the error
through the effective position resolution r which is a com-
bination error propagation of two Gaussian contributions of
the detector resolution and the finite beam size. Then, the
resolution of the transverse momentum k is given by k
=kr /r, where r is the radial distance of the electron’s
detector position from the spectrometer axis 29. For elec-
trons with momentum k=1 a.u. hitting the detector at its
outer rim at 40 mm, this leads to a momentum resolution of
k=0.025 a.u. for r=1 mm. At flight times, which are
integer multiples of the cyclotron revolution time, all elec-
trons return to the axis r=0 and no momentum resolution is
achieved at all. In contrast, for TOFs which are in between
such two nodes, the electrons have reached the point where
they have the maximal distance r from the spectrometer axis
and, hence, here the resolution of the transverse component
is best. Therefore the value for k stated above represents a
lower limit. By cutting events where electrons are within the
focusing node, which is done in the experimental data analy-
sis, an upper limit can be established.
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In summary, all of the contributions to the overall resolu-
tion discussed above add in a complicated manner, especially
if highly differential data are extracted and/or if data are
presented in terms of energy and angle rather than in terms
of momenta. It is definitively impossible to unfold the ex-
perimental data and, thus, to remove effects due to the reso-
lution. However, well-defined limits can certainly be and
always are established as described above for the transverse
and longitudinal momentum components of the electrons and
the ions and those are usually stated in the respective experi-
mental sections.
C. Determination of experimental parameters
After the main sources of the experimental resolution
have been discussed, we present how we can experimentally
determine upper limits for the various contributions to the
instrumental function.
1. Thermal motion in the target beam along the jet direction
The achievable final temperature may critically depend on
the actual conditions in the individual experiment. Here, we
present evidence for the sufficient quality of the cooling
mechanism via supersonic expansion. Using a reaction mi-
croscope with a very similar setup for preparation of the
target beam, the momenta of the target fragments ionized by
an intense femtosecond laser pulse 33 were measured.
Since essentially no momentum is transferred by the light
field, the sum momentum of the fragments has to equal zero.
Therefore, the width of the experimentally obtained sum-
momentum distribution in the respective directions reflects
directly the overall resolution of the setup, which is shown in
Fig. 2 for the components in the jet direction. An important
advantage of ionizing with strong laser fields is the fact that
ionization only takes place in the focus of the laser, which is
less than 10 m in the experiment. However, the recoil-ion
position was measured using a delay-line anode, for which
the position resolution is significantly worse about 0.5 mm
due to the time resolution of the multihit time-to-digital con-
verter than for a wedge and strip anode. Therefore, the mea-
sured width of the sum momentum distribution provides an
upper limit for the temperature. A Gaussian fit of the sum
momentum in the y direction yields a width of 0.5 a.u.
FWHM, which corresponds to a maximum internal beam
temperature of 2 K. A slight deviation from a Gaussian dis-
tribution is observed at large sum momenta in the experi-
ment, which can be explained by events where the electrons
arrive at flight times where they are focused in a nodal point
i.e., where the electron momentum resolution is poor. Even
if the increase in intensity at large momenta would be con-
sidered as contamination of the data by low resolution back-
ground, the contribution is in the percent level of the total
number of events. This is indisputable proof, that “hot” com-
ponents in the cooled atomic beam from a supersonic expan-
sion represent a negligible contribution to the total number of
recorded ionization events, if present at all. Our result clearly
contradicts the speculation by Olson et al. 19, who sug-
gested that hot components may lead to spurious contribu-
tions in the extraction of experimental cross sections using
reaction microscopes. It is therefore clear that along the y
direction the initial momentum distribution of the target
beam is Gaussian and has a width of at most py
jet
=0.5 a.u.
FWHM. Taking the 0.5 mm position resolution in the present
experiment approximately into account we arrive at py
jet
=0.35 a.u. FWHM corresponding to a temperature of about
1 K, exactly the number provided in most of the disputed
papers.
2. Initial target-momentum distribution transverse to the jet flow
One might still argue that the experimental conditions in
the ion-collision experiments might have been different from
those with the femtosecond laser. Therefore, the momentum
resolution of the helium atoms in the projectile-beam direc-
tion is directly obtained from the disputed experimental data
for single ionization of helium. This is possible because in
fast collisions the momentum transfer along the longitudinal
direction is negligibly small which is not the case in the
direction transverse to the projectile beam so that there the
laser data were needed. This negligibly small longitudinal
momentum transfer can be explained by its relation to the
projectile-energy loss E through qz=kz+ pz=E /vP= Vion
+Ee /vP, where Vion is the ionization potential and Ee the
emitted electron energy. For swift ion-atom collisions the
ejected electron energy distribution has its maximum at zero
energy and rapidly drops at energies larger than about
5 to 10 eV i.e., Ee	1 a.u., while the projectile velocity
reaches tens of atomic units. Hence, the electron energy can
nearly be neglected although it is usually extracted from the
electron data and, since Vion is fixed, the width of the lon-
gitudinal momentum transfer spectrum is less than
0.05 atomic units, see, e.g., Ref. 34. Along the longitudinal
direction time focusing cancels the geometrical extension of
the ionization volume and the momenta are gained from the
time of flight, which ensures a superior resolution. Therefore
the initial momentum spread of the target atoms pz
jet is the
dominant factor determining the final momentum resolution.
A Gauss fit to the experimental spectrum for qz=kz+ pz, i.e.,
without correcting for the electron energy distribution, yields
a width of 0.15 a.u. FWHM, which is in accordance with
the expected value for pz
jet




















FIG. 2. Top The measured momentum resolution for the mo-
mentum components in direction of the atomic target beam after
single ionization of He by an intense fs laser pulse. The solid curve
represents a Gaussian fit, which gives a width of 0.5 a.u. FWHM,
corresponding to an internal jet-temperature of 2 K.
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ternal thermal momentum distribution in the jet is identical





It should be mentioned, that the qz spectrum is always
monitored during the measurement. Apart from a constant
factor qz is reflected by the coincident sum TOF for the re-
coiling ion and the electron. Therefore, the coincidence time
spectra, which are obviously essential to the experiment,
readily provide the qz spectrum.
3. Size of projectile and target beam overlap
Another experimental parameter, which can be reliably
and directly estimated from the measured spectra is the over-
all position uncertainty of the electrons, which, as mentioned
above, is a combination of the intrinsic detector resolution
and the size of the spatial overlap of the projectile and the
target beam in the xy plane, i.e., the size of the projectile
beam focus at the location of the target beam. It can be
directly deduced by analyzing the spot size of the electrons
at flight times, at which all electrons are focused back to the
spectrometer axis. From these spectra x=1 mm is obtained,
which we use as an upper limit for the projectile beam size in
the ion-impact experiments discussed in this paper.
In summary, based on the considerations discussed above
and assuming Gaussian error propagation, the individual
contributions add to the overall momentum resolution of the







with f =M2qU / 2a+d. We set pxjet=pzjet=0.15 a.u. and
py
jet
=0.5 a.u., which are the upper limits for the widths of
initial target-atom momentum distribution in the x, y, and z
directions, and x=1 mm, y=1 mm are the upper limits
for the overall resolution of the detector position in the re-
spective direction. For electrons similar expressions for the
resolution of the individual momentum components can be
derived and were used in the following analysis, but are not
explicitly stated here as the considerations are exactly iden-
tical and the contribution to the overall resolution is much
smaller than that of the ions.
III. THE EVENT GENERATOR: IMPLEMENTING
THE RESOLUTION INTO THEORY
In this section we present our method of folding the ex-
perimental resolution of the reaction microscope into “exact”
theoretical cross sections, thus incorporating all aspects of
the instrumental imaging function discussed in the previous
section. For the three-body fragmentation, in principle fold-
ing over the five-dimensional final-state phase space has to
be performed, which means that the cross sections have to be
calculated for a large part of the final-state phase space. Such
a procedure is prohibitively time consuming as theoretical
models are numerically demanding. In addition, the com-
plexity of the instrumental effects can make integration over
convolution intervals unfeasible. Alternatively, the experi-
mental effects on the various cross sections can be studied by
generating an event file similar to the experimental data
file, consisting of a large number of ionization events, based
on a theoretical calculation. For each ionization event the file
contains five momentum components which are required to
fully determine the kinematics. This file thus represents a
theoretical simulation of the events recorded during a mea-
surement. From the simulated data, cross sections are ex-
tracted using the same analyzing procedure applied for the
extraction of the real experimental spectra from the data. The
experimental resolution can be modeled by adding pseudo-
random numbers to the individual momentum components
of each generated event, which simulate the various experi-
mental uncertainties. The random numbers follow a certain
distribution, which is chosen according to the expected in-
strumental influence, i.e., integrated over many events, the
FWHM of the individual momentum-component spectra re-
semble the various effects due to the expected and previ-
ously verified uncertainty or upper limits thereof. The ad-
vantage of this method in terms of computational time is,
that once the event file has been assembled, only the random
numbers need to be generated, which is much less time con-
suming than the calculation of theoretical cross sections over
the convolution range. This way the experimental error
sources included in the simulation can be easily varied in
order to systematically study their effect on the extracted
cross sections.
In the present simulation each event is composed of the
three momentum components of the ejected electron k and
two components of the momentum transfer transverse to the
incoming projectile beam q= qx ,qy. The collision kine-
matics is restricted to a range of 0.1 a.u. k2 a.u. , q
2.2 a.u., which corresponds to the typical acceptance of a
reaction microscope experiment. The Monte Carlo generated
events are selected using a simple rejection method, where
the following cycle is repeatedly executed until a sufficiently
large sample of “good” events has been generated.
1 A set of six random numbers is chosen, five of which
represent a point in the five-dimensional momentum phase
space kx ,ky ,kz ,qx ,qy and are uniformly distributed within
the limits stated above. The sixth random number u is uni-
formly distributed in the interval 0,1.
2 The cross section is calculated at the randomly se-
lected point 
kx ,ky ,kz ,qx ,qy from the theoretical model in
our case FBA or SEA. The random number u is compared
with the normalized cross section 
˜kx ,ky ,kz ,qx ,qy
=
kx ,ky ,kz ,qx ,qy /
max, where 
max is the maximum of the
cross section within the selected phase space, such that 
˜
ranges between zero and one. If u	
˜ the five momenta are
stored in the event file, but they are discarded if u
˜.
As the cross section drops rapidly towards larger electron
momenta and momentum transfers, this method becomes
quite inefficient, i.e., many events are rejected so that a lot of
random numbers need to be generated until a sufficiently
large event file was obtained. The efficiency of the rejection
method can be significantly improved by modifying the
weight of the randomly selected number u from a uniform to
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another distribution, which is a better match to the cross
section. Event files were produced for single ionization of
helium by two different ionic projectiles. First, for
100 MeV/u C6+ ions with vP=60 a.u., which is at a small
perturbation parameter ZP /vP=0.1, one million events were
generated using a first Born model. For this small perturba-
tion the FBA yields essentially identical results to more so-
phisticated distorted wave type of calculations 10,21. Sec-
ond, an event file 580 000 events for single ionization by
3.6 MeV/u Au53+ with vP=12 a.u. ZP /vP=4.4 a.u. was
produced. At this very large perturbation two theoretical
models were used: the continuum distorted-wave–Eikonal
initial state EIS and the symmetric Eikonal approximations
SEA. It was found that at small ejected electron velocities
vevP, which is satisfied in our case, both models yield
essentially close results. Since our computer codes for the
SEA model run faster than those of the CDW-EIS model and
the generation of events turned out to be time-consuming,
the simulated events were weighted according to the SEA
model, where the details of the calculation dubbed “SEA-
3HF-NN” can be found in Ref. 35. The calculation is nu-
merically far more demanding than the first Born model, so
that a total time of 2 weeks using 40 CPU’s in parallel was
necessary to generate the ionization events at the large per-
turbation.
From the event files, differential cross sections are ex-
tracted exactly the same way as for the experimental data,
i.e., by sorting event by event into a corresponding histo-
gram. For example the FDCS is obtained by selecting events
within particular ranges of momentum transfers, electron en-
ergies and by choosing events within the considered
electron-emission plane e.g., scattering plane and plotting
these events as a function of the polar electron ejection
angle. As in the experimental data analysis the simulated
differential cross sections are effectively integrated over the
particular bin size and are thus treated on an equal footing as
the experimental data. Since the underlying first Born and
SEA model correctly predict the total single ionization cross
sections with an accuracy of better than 10%, a comparison
on an absolute scale is possible by normalizing the total
number of generated events to measured total single ioniza-
tion cross sections 36.
The next task is to implement the experimental resolution
into the simulation. For each event, the transverse recoil mo-
menta are determined from the given electron momentum
and the momentum transfer. The initial momentum from the
thermal motion in the target beam, the projectile beam size
and the position and time resolution of the detectors are then





x, y, and t where the unprimed position uncertainties
represent the finite projectile beam size and the primed terms
the intrinsic detector resolution all individually distributed
according to a Gaussian distribution centered at zero and
with a width according to the respective uncertainty. In the
case of the projectile-beam profile other distributions can be
selected. For example, a rectangular profile would provide a
realistic alternative description, since the ion beams where
collimated by a pair of slits. Both shapes of the beam profile
were tested in the simulation. Since the width of the beam
profile is approximately equal in both x and y directions as
inferred from the recorded electron spectra see Sec. III C,
we set x=y in the simulations presented in this paper.
For the electrons the position uncertainty is included by
first calculating the detector position xe ,ye which is
straightforwardly obtained from the full momentum vector k.
Then we add the random numbers x, x and y, y to xe
and ye, respectively, and then recalculate the electron mo-
mentum, which is now inflicted with the error from the size
of the interaction volume and from the intrinsic position
resolution of the detector. The conversion from position back
to momentum is a function of the time of flight, to which we
add the random number t. Because of the much better po-
sition resolution of the wedge and strip anode used on the
recoil-ion detector, compared to the delay-line anode of the
electron detector, its contribution to the overall experimental
resolution is negligible. The convolution procedure was
tested by first applying it to a  function to ensure that the
Monte Carlo procedure to generate the event file is free of
errors. It should be noted that the recoil-ion momentum reso-
lution due to the projectile beam size improves with decreas-
ing extraction voltage U.
IV. COMPARISON OF CONVOLUTED
THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT
With the simulation framework at hand we can now test
the effect of any component of the experimental resolution
on any type of differential cross section measured in the
experiment. This is done by varying the random numbers,
discussed in the previous section, which simulate the various
contributions to the overall uncertainty in the convoluted cal-
culation and comparing the result to the experimental data.
A. Single ionization of He by Au53+ ions
In Fig. 3 we show single differential cross sections as a
function of the two components of the transverse momentum
transfer qx top and qy bottom for 3.6 MeV/u Au53++He.
The solid circles are the experimental data and the curves
show the simulation for various beam size/temperature com-
binations. In the simulation of single ionization by Au53+
impact, the extraction voltage and the magnetic field were set
to the values used in the experiment U=30 V, B=20 G.
The generated results have been scaled to the experimental
data at the central peak maximum, since here only the width
of the distribution is of interest. The measured spectrum in
the x direction is roughly a factor 2–3 wider than the simu-
lated unconvoluted spectrum dashed curve labeled MC
plain. The data in the y direction, which is the direction
along the target beam, is clearly broader than in the x direc-
tion, which can easily be attributed to the poorer resolution
resulting from the jet temperature.
A projectile beam size of 1 mm solid curve in the top
panel of Fig. 3 leads to a considerable broadening, however,
the experimental width is only matched assuming a beam
size of 1.5 mm dotted curve. It should be noted that the
upper limit of 1 mm see Sec. III C was determined for
100 MeV/u C6++He. For 3.6 MeV/u Au53++He the projec-
tile beam was more tightly collimated so that even a beam
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size of 1 mm is a significant overestimation. For the y direc-
tion bottom panel of Fig. 3, the width is reproduced for a
beam size of 1 mm and a target temperature of 2 K. A target
beam temperature of 16 K assumed by Olson et al. 19
can clearly be ruled out, as it leads to a much broader distri-
bution in the single differential cross section than observed
experimentally dash-dotted curve. This provides clear evi-
dence that the data were obtained under clean experimental
conditions with resolutions as stated in the original publica-
tion. In addition, it should be noted that for both the x and y
directions the exact shape of the spectra is not reproducible
regardless of which resolution is assumed in the simulation.
This indicates that the SEA-3HF-NN model does not provide
an adequate description of the collision process, in particular
at increasing momentum transfers. Regardless of this mod-
el’s deficiencies, the upper limits on the experimental uncer-
tainties nevertheless remain valid, as they can be indepen-
dently estimated from the width of the experimentally
observed distribution.
It is certainly clear that the experimental resolution does
affect the shape of the simulated spectra and, thus, of the
measured spectra. We therefore extend the study of instru-
mental effects to higher differential projections, beginning
with doubly differential cross sections d
 /dqdEe DDCS.
These DDCS plotted as a function of the transverse momen-
tum transfer at fixed electron energy turned out to be an
extremely sensitive test of perturbative calculations and have
caused a lot of discussion 14. In Fig. 4, we present simu-
lated DDCS at an ejected electron energy of 10 eV ±3 eV,
where the simulated results are compared with the experi-
mental data 14 on an absolute scale. While the plain simu-
lation result disagrees strongly with the experimental data for
all q, the convoluted spectrum for a 1 mm1 mm projec-
tile beam spot size and 2 K target temperature matches the
experimental data very well at small momentum transfers. A
similar effect of the resolution on the DDCS was estimated
on simpler grounds but with nearly identical result in the
original publication of the experimental data 14. Strong
discrepancies, however, persist at momentum transfers above
approximately 0.7 a.u. even at an unrealistically large tem-
perature of 16 K. In the region of large momentum transfers,
the experimental data show strongly enhanced cross sections
compared to the calculations.
Next, we analyze the FDCS, where the cross section is















































FIG. 3. Single differential cross sections for 3.6 MeV/u Au53+
single ionization of helium for the x top and y direction bottom.














































FIG. 4. Double differential top and fully differential cross sec-
tions bottom for single ionization of helium by 3.6 MeV/u Au53+
for an energy of the ejected electron Ee= 10±3 eV. The FDCS is
displayed in the scattering plane for a momentum transfer of q
= 1±0.3 a.u.
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at fixed electron energy and momentum transfer q. The
events were binned over projectile momentum transfers q
=0.7 to 1.3 a.u. and electron energies Ee=7 to 13 eV.
Ejected electron momenta within an azimuthal angle of ±10°
with respect to the projectile-scattering plane are accepted.
The absolute magnitude of the FDCS in Fig. 5 sensitively
reacts to the target temperature, where the cross sections
rises by a factor of 4 assuming a target temperature of T
=2 K and in our worst scenario of T=16 K by a factor of 10.
However, the shape of the cross section remains nearly un-
changed in our simulation model. Comparing the simulation
results with measured data strong discrepancies, both in
shape and magnitude, prevail, in particular for the enhanced
0°-electron emission, which is the dominant peak in the ex-
periment. It is thus clear that the calculation fails to repro-
duce the FDCS and that the forward peak is not just an
artifact of the experimental resolution.
B. Single ionization of He by 100 MeV/u C6+ ions
As mentioned before, for 100 MeV/u C6+ collisions the
FBA was used in the simulation, which is known to produce
essentially identical results such as, e.g., the CDW-EIS
model 10,21. The measurement was performed at extrac-
tion voltages of U=50 V and 20 V and a magnetic field of
B=20 G. Again, we start by analyzing the singly differential
cross sections d
 /dqx and d
 /dqy with different simulated
spot sizes of the projectile beam Fig. 5. Almost perfect
agreement is observed for a beam size of 1 mm FWHM in
the x direction. In this particular experiment the overall ion-
momentum resolution mostly suffers from the relatively
large acceleration voltage, such that a beam profile of x
=1 mm leads to an overall ion resolution including the tar-
get temperature of prec,x=0.4 a.u. The relatively large ex-
traction voltage was chosen at will in order to guarantee
acceptance for electrons at high energies thus covering a
considerable part of the double-ionization final-state phase
space, the original goal of that experiment. For the y direc-
tion the simulation is shown for a beam size of 1 mm and
varying target temperatures T. The best fit is reached for a
value of T=2 K, corresponding to an overall resolution in
the y direction of prec,y =0.62 a.u. FWHM, which is consis-
tent with the upper limit for the target temperature deter-
mined in the laser experiment Fig. 2. It is interesting to
note that at this lower perturbation the whole experimental
spectrum up to relatively large momenta is now better repro-
duced indicating that the theoretical model is much more
capable of describing the experimental data.
For the data taken with an extraction voltage of U
=20 V all other experimental parameters, such as the profile
of the projectile beam and the temperature of the target jet,
remained the same. To further test the simulation model, we
compare it with the data set at this lower extraction voltage.
Since the size of the beam focus considerably contributes to
the recoil-momentum resolution at higher extraction volt-
ages, a major effect is expected in particular in the x direc-
tion, where this beam-size effect constitutes the dominant
error source. For the low extraction voltage the simulation
predicts an overall recoil-momentum resolution of prec,x
=0.27 a.u. and prec,y =0.55 a.u. As expected and illustrated
in Fig. 6, the simulated SDCS d
 /dqx but not d
 /dqy
clearly reacts to the smaller extraction voltage. On the other
hand the experimental data show nearly no effect. Hence
there is an inconsistency between the simulation and experi-
ment, where the simulation predicts a voltage dependent
resolution which is not reflected in the data. One possibility
for explaining this result might be an instrumental effect,
which is independent of the extraction voltage that is respon-
sible for the width of the spectrum of d
 /dqy. The only
candidate for such an error source is the electron momentum.
An upper limit for the position resolution can be directly
read from the electron position spectra. Even unrealistically
large values for the position and time resolution cannot re-
produce the observed spectra. Therefore, the inconsistencies
in the effects of the extraction voltage on d
 /dqx between
the simulation and the data are a first hint that the FBA has
deficiencies in describing the collision dynamics. Further-
more, the insensitivity of the width in the experimental
SDCS strongly suggest that the actual experimental param-
eters determining the resolution are significantly smaller than

















































FIG. 5. Single differential cross sections for 100 MeV/u C6+
single ionization of helium for the x top and y direction bottom.
Points: Experimental data, lines: Monte Carlo simulation results.
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In Fig. 7 we show the FDCS for Ee= 6.5±3.5 eV and
q= 0.75±0.25 a.u. Two electron-emission planes were
considered, the scattering plane and the plane perpendicular
to the scattering plane and containing the projectile axis
here simply referred to as the “perpendicular plane”.
Ejected electron momenta within an azimuthal angle of ±10°
with respect to the selected plane are accepted. The FDCS
extracted from the unconvoluted simulation dashed curve is
compared with the “exact” FBA cross section dotted curve,
to study the influence of the finite size of the integration
windows Fig. 7. In the scattering plane the binary peak is
not significantly affected by the momentum resolution
whereas the recoil peak is more sensitive to the experimental
resolution. Our simulation with T=2 K doubles the height of
the recoil peak compared to the unconvoluted FBA results,
but is still a factor 1.5 smaller than the peak height in the
experimental data. A similar sensitivity of the FDCS to the
resolution is observed for the perpendicular plane. Here,
peak structures at 90° and 270° are produced in the simula-
tion similar to those observed in the experimental data and
absent in the unconvoluted FBA prediction, which is isotro-
pic. It should be noted that convoluting the calculation only
with the target temperature in the y direction of 1 K, as done
by Fiol et al. 21, yields identical results to the unconvo-
luted calculation.
Again the experimental result for the two different extrac-
tion voltages is compared with the simulation. The scattering
plane remains essentially uninfluenced, since here the mo-
mentum resolution has only minor effects. In the perpendicu-
lar plane, however, the experimental out-of-plane maxima at
90°/270° remain unchanged, whereas the simulation predicts
a reduction by 30% in peak height. For an extraction of 20 V
the simulation is about a factor of 2 too small compared to
the experimental data. Hence, the features in the measured
data cannot be explained solely by the experimental resolu-
tion. Here again, the insensitivity of the experimental FDCS
to the extraction voltage suggests that the overall resolution
is significantly better than the one used in the simulation.
Therefore, even the simulation for 20 V probably overesti-
mates the peak heights in the perpendicular plane.
The question whether the enhancement of the cross sec-








































expt data (U=50 V)
expt data (U=20 V)
MC - U=50 V
MC - U=20 V
FIG. 6. Single differential cross sections for 100 MeV/u C6+
single ionization of helium for the x top and y direction bottom.






































MC - U=50 V
MC - U=20 V
FIG. 7. Fully differential cross sections for single ionization of
helium by 100 MeV C6+ in the scattering plane top and the plane
perpendicular to the scattering plane bottom. The energy of the
ejected electron Ee= 6.5±3.5 eV and the momentum transfer q
= 0.75±0.25 a.u. were chosen.
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mental uncertainties can be further studied at larger momen-
tum transfers. Here, larger recoil-ion momenta are involved,
such that the relative effects from the momentum resolution
are less important than at smaller momentum transfers. Un-
fortunately, the cross sections drop rapidly with increasing
momentum transfer, so that the FDCS extracted from the
data are afflicted with larger error bars than at smaller q.
Therefore, for a larger momentum transfer of q
= 1.5±0.5 a.u. FDCS integrated over a wider range of
ejected electron energies E=3–50 eV were generated.
Again, we focus on electron emission in the scattering plane
and the perpendicular plane Fig. 8. We improve the statis-
tics in the perpendicular plane by taking advantage of the
required model-independent symmetry about 180° and
added the counts for the angular ranges 0 to 180° and 360° to
180°. The measured and simulated cross sections are normal-
ized to the same total cross section in order to have a com-
parison in both shape and magnitude. In the scattering plane
we obtain a similar result as in the FDCS at smaller momen-
tum transfer for a simulated resolution of 1 mm beam size
and 2 K target temperature. The binary peak is well repro-
duced, whereas the recoil peak remains underestimated by
the simulation. In the perpendicular plane, the peak at 90°,
which was present in the simulation at the smaller momen-
tum transfer of 0.75 a.u., has essentially disappeared at larger
q. Since the out-of-plane structure obtained in the simulation
exclusively stems from the recoil resolution, this is expected
since for q=1.5 a.u. the resolution should have less effect.
However, in the experimental data an enhancement at 90°
persists for both analyzed extraction voltages. In the simula-
tion a peak structure is only obtained for temperatures larger
than 6 K and the shape of the data cannot be reproduced with
any temperature. This strongly suggests that the enhance-
ment in the cross section perpendicular to the scattering
plane to a significant part results from a true physical effect
since all possible effects of the experimental resolution have
been correctly simulated or, in fact, overestimated. In fact,
at momentum transfers larger than approximately 1 a.u. the
convoluted T=2 K and unconvoluted simulations differ by
less than 10% in the perpendicular plane and thus here the
shape of the FDCS is dominated by the true physical shape.
V. EFFECTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESOLUTION
IN „e ,2e… BY 1 keV ELECTRONS
In a recent article 5, FDCS for single ionization of he-
lium by 1 keV electron impact, using a refined design of the
reaction microscope, were presented. A major improvement
over the original design could be achieved by guiding the
projectile beam exactly parallel to the electric and magnetic
fields. A multihit electron detector with a hole in the middle,
to allow the undeflected projectile beam to pass through the
detector, was centered on the projectile beam axis. As a re-
sult, the scattered projectile electrons can be directly mea-
sured and momentum analyzed, in contrast to the experi-
ments for the ionic projectiles. Therefore, the momentum
information of the recoiling ion is not needed in order to fix
the collision kinematics. It was nevertheless measured,
which enabled us to directly determine the overall experi-
mental resolution by using momentum conservation.
As the detection of the fast scattered projectile electron
represents a novelty of our experiment, a brief description of
the analysis of its momentum is given. For the final state
particles, the z component of the momentum is purely de-
duced from the time-of-flight, whereas the detector position
and the time of flight is needed to deduce the transverse x
and y components. For collisions in which the scattered pro-
jectile loses only a small fraction of its initial energy and
momentum, the longitudinal momentum cannot be directly
measured due to the limitations of the timing resolution of
the detection system. Instead, the longitudinal momentum
transfer is obtained from the energy transfer to the target
through the relation qz= Ee+Vion /vP. The transverse mo-
mentum components of the scattered projectile are easily
measured with the same resolution as for any electron at
lower energy.
For the electrons the resolution can be estimated from the
time and position resolution, which in turn is given by the











































expt data (U=50 V)
MC (U=50 V) - plain
MC (U=50 V) - T=2 K
FIG. 8. Differential cross sections for single ionization of he-
lium by 100 MeV C6+ in the scattering plane top and the plane
perpendicular to the scattering plane bottom. The energy of the
ejected electron was integrated over a range Ee=3–50 eV and the
momentum transfer q= 1.5±0.5 a.u. were chosen. The displayed
events are integrated within ±10° of the respective cutting planes.
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beam focus diameter: 1 mm, determining the size of the
interaction volume. For all electrons the estimated uncer-
tainty in the magnitude of the transverse electron component
k does not exceed k=0.1 a.u. The resolution for the
azimuthal angle =arctankx /ky is less than 10°. The ex-
perimental resolution in the e ,2e reaction microscope ex-
periment can be checked by calculating the sum of all final
state momenta in the respective x and y direction for each
triple coincidence event. The width of the sum-momentum
reflects the overall resolution of the two outgoing electrons
and the recoil ion. A Gaussian fit yields an overall resolution
of psum,x=0.4 a.u. and psum,y =0.5 a.u. These directly mea-
sured resolutions actually imply, that the target temperature
is considerably smaller than 2 K in the e ,2e experiment.
Since the design and operating parameters of the jet were
essentially identical to the one used for the ion-impact ex-
periments, there too the actual temperature is probably closer
to the theoretical value of 1 K than to the upper limit of 2 K
used in the simulation.
In order to study the effect of the limited resolution of the
recoil momentum, the FDCS was extracted using two differ-
ent ways of determining the momentum transfer: Either from
the scattered projectile momentum q=p0−p1 as published
in Ref. 5, Ee= 6.5±1 eV and q= 0.75±0.2 a.u., or
from the target fragments q=k+p. In the former method, the
overall resolution is about a factor of 3 better than in the
latter and the simulation then yields practically identical re-
sults to the unconvoluted calculation. The kinematics where
chosen just as in the C6+-ion impact experiment.
The comparison of the cross sections, which have been
relatively normalized to each other, is shown in Fig. 9, where
we compare the FDCS in the scattering plane and in the
plane perpendicular to the momentum transfer direction. In
the plane perpendicular to q enhanced emission out of the
scattering plane becomes visible as distinct maxima at
around 90° and 270° as for the C6+ ion impact data. For
electron collisions, the out-of-plane emission relative to the
coplanar cross section is by a factor 2 weaker than that ob-
served for ion impact. Most importantly, the results for the
electron-electron coincidences are practically identical to
those obtained from the ejected electron–recoil-ion coinci-
dences. Since for the resolution achieved in the former
method the simulation does not yield any peak structure at
all in the perpendicular plane, they are practically entirely
due to real physical effects. This means that even the
electron–recoil-ion coincidences yield quantitatively accu-
rate results which are not significantly affected by the experi-
mental resolution. An extensive discussion in comparison
with several advanced theoretical models will be subject to a
forthcoming publication.
It should be noted that the overall resolution for the
electron–recoil-ion coincidences is worse than for C6+ im-
pact at 20 V extraction. Since the electron–recoil-ion coinci-
dence data for electron impact data are not significantly af-
fected by the resolution see above, this must be the case to
an even larger extent for the better resolution achieved for
the ionic projectiles. The comparison to the electron impact
data therefore shows that for C6+ impact the contribution of
the resolution to the out-of-plane peak structure at q
=0.75 a.u. must be significantly less than 50%.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this article we presented a thorough analysis of all
known instrumental effects on multiply differential cross sec-
tions obtained with the reaction microscope for three colli-
sion systems, single ionization of helium by 100 MeV/C6+,
3.6 MeV Au53+, and 1 keV electron impact by means of a
Monte Carlo simulation based on quantum theory. Generat-
ing an event file, simulating a data file obtained in the ex-
periment according to the fully differential probability distri-
bution predicted by quantum-mechanical models, allows one
to fully incorporate the instrumental function in the compari-
son of theoretical and experimental cross sections. A conven-
tional convolution of theory with the complete experimental
resolution is extremely difficult and time consuming because
of the multidimensionality of the three-body reaction. In par-
ticular experimental data collected with modern imaging
techniques reaction microscopes covering a large part of














































q from target fragments
q from scattered projectile
FIG. 9. Fully differential cross sections for single ionization of
helium by 1 keV electrons in the scattering plane top and the
plane perpendicular to the scattering plane bottom. Solid circles:
Data analyzed using the momentum analyzed ejected electron and
the recoil ion. Empty circles: Data obtained from the momentum
analyzed scattered projectile and ejected electron from Ref. 5.
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The achievable momentum resolution of the reaction mi-
croscope using supersonic target jets is dominated by the
momentum resolution of the recoiling ion, where in addition
to the thermal motion in the target beam, the size of the
overlap region between projectile and target beam consider-
ably contributes to the resolution. By analyzing the distribu-
tion of the sum momenta of the target fragments, information
on an upper limit of the parameters determining the actual
momentum resolution in the different experiments is ob-
tained. The simulation of the cross sections, using these up-
per limits 1 mm1 mm projectile beam diameter, 2 K tar-
get temperature, reveals a significant influence of the
resolution on the differential data. The simulated results only
partly reproduce the experimental cross sections, however,
overall large discrepancies to the experimental data are
found. For Au53+ collisions the shape of the experimental
data cannot be reproduced under any circumstance, in par-
ticular in the FDCS the dominant peak for 0° electron emis-
sion in direction of the incoming projectile remains unex-
plained.
For single ionization by 100 MeV/u C6+ projectiles,
where because of the small perturbation the collision dynam-
ics is considered to be less complex than for the Au53+ pro-
jectiles, we find that the inclusion of instrumental effects in
our simulation based on the FBA can lead to out-of-plane
structures in the noncoplanar scattering geometry at 90° and
270°, where strong disagreement with nonconvoluted theory
was reported. This discrepancy is significantly reduced by
inclusion of the experimental uncertainties but still cannot be
completely explained, especially for data at lower extraction
voltage, where a factor of 2 enhancement of the experimental
data compared to the simulation persists. In a further analysis
of the data, especially at large momentum transfer, where the
resolution shows essentially no effect, some discrepancy in
the transverse plane remains. This implies that the out-of-
plane features are at least partly due to a real physical effect.
In fact, at momentum transfers larger than approximately
1 a.u. the out-of-plane structures are predominantly due to
such effects. In contrast, for smaller momentum transfers it is
presently only clear that the contribution from the resolution
to the peak structure in the perpendicular plane is less than
50%. In order to determine these contributions more accu-
rately new experiments with an even more tightly collimated
beam and smaller extraction voltage are necessary. Within
the last five years a completely new beamline with superior
vacuum conditions and excellent beam optics was built at the
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik MPIK in Heidelberg.
Many parameters influencing the resolution, like the pulse
structure, the diameter and divergence of the beam delivered
by the MPIK Tandem accelerator facility, can now be better
controlled and optimized. With the resultant improved ex-
perimental resolution it will be possible to obtain more defi-
nite quantitative results on the out-of-plane structures even at
small momentum transfers.
The collision systems of our present study represent
simple and fundamental dynamical few-body systems, where
theoretical models are increasingly successful in describing
the underlying quantum dynamics. Modern imaging tech-
niques provide powerful tools to experimentally explore such
systems in very great detail. As instrumental effects cannot
be avoided, their consideration in the comparison between
theory and experimental data is vital, in order to obtain ac-
curate results from the theoretical models and, thus, to ad-
vance our understanding of such systems. The present study
demonstrates that event generators provide a reliable and ex-
tremely powerful pathway for benchmarking calculations
against multiply differential experimental data where un-
avoidable instrumental image functions always influence the
measured data.
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